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10. REVIEW OF VARIABLES, FORMATTING

Asadullah Shah and Khamran Khowaza
Department of Computer Science, Faculty of Information and Communication Technology, International Islamic University Malaysia, Malaysia

Abstract

The variables are names assigned to data types, each variable once declared within a program is assigned to a memory space. Some variables might occupy less space than others. All variables are equality important and computer programs once make use of these variables stick to their types throughout the program executions.

10.1 Variables

A variable is a name assigned to the first byte of the memory to store a value. During compilation the compiler reserve required memory for each variable. For some variables the compiler may reserve more than one byte to store a value. This is why a type is always associated with a variable. For example in a 16-bit processor 2 bytes are used to store an integer, 4 bytes for floats, 8 bytes for double, and 1 byte for character and bool. The size of memory can be determined by the operator sizeof.

For example, cout << sizeof(x): if x is an float, 4 bytes will be reserved and for an integer 2 bytes are displayed.

Variable types can be signed or unsigned. For example, in a signed integer variable the range of values are -32,768 to +32,767. In an unsigned integer this range is from 0 to 65,535. Float and double are real numbers and contain factional parts of the number, the difference among them is their precision.